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Bison

Agrifarm Health Centre
(403) 995 1409
CS@AGRIFARM.CA
72 North Railway St, Okotoks, AB, T1S 1J3
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Herd certification and tuberculosis testing

Animal Care Centre at Strathmore
(403) 901 1800
INFO@ANIMALCARECENTRE.CA
Range Rd 254B, Strathmore, AB, T1P 1J6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Animal Medical Centre South
(403) 527 4888
INFO@AMCSOUTH.CA
59 E 3rd Ave, Dunsmore, AB, T1B 0J9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Animal Pathology Services (APS) Ltd
(780) 720 5378
DRNATION@TELUS.NET
18208 Ellerslie Rd SW, Edmonton, AB, T6W 1A5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Diagnostic pathology and laboratory
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Barr-North Veterinary Services
(780) 674 2100
JSCHONKN@GMAIL.COM
6302 49th St, Barrhead AB, T7N 1A3
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Bluffton Veterinary Services
(403) 843 8463
BLUFFTONVETSERVICES@GMAIL.COM
50 Main St #4, Bluffton, AB, T0C 0M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Border Veterinary Clinic
(780) 753 6183
MARIELUCIE.GENDRON@GMAIL.COM
40 Wheatland Cres, Provost, AB, T0B 3S0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camrose Veterinary Hospital</td>
<td>(780) 672 3171</td>
<td><a href="mailto:marissa.weleschuk@outlook.com">marissa.weleschuk@outlook.com</a></td>
<td>4712 41st St, Camrose, AB, T4V 0Z6</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Veterinary Clinic (Bashaw)</td>
<td>(780) 372 2411</td>
<td><a href="mailto:emiljohn.aquino@gmail.com">emiljohn.aquino@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>5113 50th St, Bashaw, T0B 0H0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving</td>
<td>150-200 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Veterinary Clinic (Ponoka)</td>
<td>(403) 783 5200</td>
<td><a href="mailto:drhook@centralvetclinic.ca">drhook@centralvetclinic.ca</a></td>
<td>6610 46th Ave, Ponoka, AB, T4J 1J8</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation and video consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane Animal Clinic Ltd.</td>
<td>(403) 932 5875</td>
<td><a href="mailto:stephanie.blackburn@cochraneanimalclinic.com">stephanie.blackburn@cochraneanimalclinic.com</a></td>
<td>124 River Ave Bay 3, Cochrane, AB, T4C 2C7</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving</td>
<td>1-50 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation and video consultation</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Vets Ltd.</td>
<td>(403) 627 6458</td>
<td><a href="mailto:amanda.elliott79@gmail.com">amanda.elliott79@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>PO Box 1538, 1171 Bighorn Ave, Pincher Creek, AB, T0K 1W0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving</td>
<td>1-50 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creekside Veterinary Service</td>
<td>(306) 662 4969</td>
<td><a href="mailto:office@creeksidevet.service.ca">office@creeksidevet.service.ca</a></td>
<td>515 2nd Ave N, Maple Creek, SK, S0N 1N0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving</td>
<td>100-150 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edson Veterinary Clinic</td>
<td>(780) 723 3354</td>
<td><a href="mailto:evcadmin@telus.net">evcadmin@telus.net</a></td>
<td>4403 2nd Ave, Edson, AB, T7E 1C1</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Emerson Trail Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 356 3887
Evan.Lowe@ETVS.ca
Box 509, Beaverlodge, AB, T0H 0C0
Services provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
Travel radius: 200+ km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA accreditation: Exports, tuberculosis testing, brucellosis testing, and EU herd certification

Greenview Veterinary Services
(780) 524 4616
VVVetClinic@gmail.com
4602 39th Ave, Valleyview, AB, T0H 3N0
Services provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
Travel radius: 150-200 km
Telemedicine: No
CFIA accreditation: Exports and tuberculosis testing

High Prairie Veterinary Services
(780) 523 3826
Colive@shaw.ca
4128 53rd Ave, High Prairie, AB, T0G 1E0
Services provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
Travel radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: No
CFIA accreditation: Exports and herd certification

Highview Animal Clinic
(403) 652 1300
Drgavel@telus.net
1104 18th St SE, High River, AB, T1V 2A6
Services provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
Travel radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA accreditation: No

Lakeland Animal Care Group
(780) 623 8387
Llbvetclinic@gmail.com
30 Nipecown Rd, Lac La Biche, AB, T0A 2C0
Services provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
Travel radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: No
CFIA accreditation: Herd certification

Leduc Farm Animal Hospital
(780) 986 3269
Info@leducfarmanimalhospital.ca
5710 47th St, Leduc, Alberta, T9E 6Z9
Services provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
Travel radius: 150-200 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA accreditation: Exports and tuberculosis testing

Livestock Veterinary Services
(403) 732 5322
Admin@livestockvet.ca
PO Box 1189, 424 Hwy Ave N, Picture Butte, AB, T0K 1V0
Services provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, reproductive medicine, and calving
Travel radius: 200+ km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA accreditation: Exports and tuberculosis testing
Manning Veterinary Clinic
(780) 836 3770
MANNINGVET CLINIC@GMAIL.COM
Box 870, 640 7TH Ave NW, MANNING, AB, T0H 2M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports and tuberculosis testing

Mayerthorpe Veterinary Clinic
(780) 786 2000
MAYERTHORPEVET@GMAIL.COM
Box 509, 4818 42nd Ave, Mayerthorpe, AB, T0E 1N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Nanton Veterinary Clinic
(403) 646 2060
VET@NANTONVETCLINIC.COM
2401 19th Ave, NANTON, AB, T0L 1R0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Northern Veterinary Services
(780) 790 2035
CLIENTCARE@NORTHERNVET.CA
155 MACLEAN RD, FORT MCMURRAY ALBERTA, T9H 4X2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Peace River Veterinary Services
(780) 624 1606
MICHELLE.DUBRULE@PEACERIVERVET.COM
7710 100TH Ave, PEACE RIVER, AB, T8S 1M5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports and tuberculosis testing

Pioneer Veterinary Services
(403) 638-3774
SUNDR@PIONEERVET.CA
709 MAIN Ave W, SUNDR, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Poplar Grove Veterinary Services
(403) 227 4701
PGVETS@TELUS.NET
4408 42nd Ave, INNISFAIL, AB, T4G 1P6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)
Rimbey Veterinary Clinic
(403) 843 2234
INFO@RIMBEYVET.CA
4607 50TH Ave, RIMBEY, AB, T0C 2J0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Riverstone Veterinary Services
(403) 507 4412
VETS@RIVERSTONEVETSERVICES.CA
32539 Rg Rd 43 Hwy 27, SUNDRÉ, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Rocky Rapids Veterinary Services
(780) 542 2144
INFO@ROCKYRAPIDSVET.COM
5605 56TH St, DRAYTON VALLEY, AB, T7A 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Stettler Veterinary Clinic Ltd.
(403) 742 3338
STETVET@STETVET.COM
4605 51ST Ave, STETTLER, AB, T0C 2L0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, calving, and exports
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Stone Ridge Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 554 0663
OFFICE@STONERIDGEVETSERVICES.COM
59525 Rg Rd 235, WESTLOCK COUNTY, AB, T0G 0P0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, calving, and referrals
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Weir Veterinary Services
(780) 875 2281
KENTDWEIR@GMAIL.COM
5603 44TH St, LLOYDMINSTER, AB, T9V 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports

West County Animal Clinic and Bear Creek Animal Clinic
(780) 354 3550
ALEETAJ@HOTMAIL.COM
314 3RD Ave W, BEAVERLODGE, AB, T0H 3S0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports and tuberculosis testing
Westlock Veterinary Center

(780) 349 3663
CONTACT@WESTLOCKVET.COM
10004 94A Ave WESTLOCK, AB, T7P 2M9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports and tuberculosis testing
Elk

Agrifarm Health Centre

(403) 995 1409
CS@AGRIFARM.CA
72 NORTH RAILWAY ST, OKOTOKS, AB, T1S 1J3
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Animal Care Centre at Strathmore

(403) 901 1800
INFO@ANIMALCARECENTRE.CA
RANGE RD 254B, STRATHMORE, AB, T1P 1J6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Animal Pathology Services (APS) Ltd

(780) 720 5378
DRNATION@TELUS.NET
18208 ELLERSLIE RD SW, EDMONTON, AB, T6W 1A5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Diagnostic pathology and laboratory
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINES: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Bluffton Veterinary Services

(403) 843 8463
BLUFFTONVETSERVICES@GMAIL.COM
50 MAIN ST #4, BLUFFTON, AB, T0C 0M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing, herd certification, and chronic wasting disease certification

Central Veterinary Clinic (Bashaw)

(780) 372 2411
EMILJOHN.AQUINO@GMAIL.COM
5113 50th St, BASHAW, AB, T0B 0H0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Central Veterinary Clinic (Ponoka)

(403) 783 5200
DRHOOK@CENTRALVETCLINIC.CA
6610 46th Ave, PONOKA, AB, T4J 1J8
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINES: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Cold Lake Veterinary Clinic

(780) 594 5212
INFO@COLDLAKEVETCLINIC.CA
5404 55th St, COLD LAKE, AB, T9M 1R5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Euthanasia and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone Consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports
Highview Animal Clinic
(403) 652 1300
drgavel@telus.net
1104 18th St SE, High River, AB, T1V 2A6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Edson Veterinary Clinic
(780) 723 3354
evccadmin@telus.net
4403 2nd Ave, Edson, AB, T7E 1C1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, herd certification, and chronic wasting disease certification

Emerson Trail Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 356 3887
evan.lowe@etvs.ca
Box 509, Beaverlodge, AB, T0H 0C0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, brucellosis testing, and EU herd certification

Greenview Veterinary Services
(780) 524 4616
vvvetclinic@gmail.com
4602 39th Ave, Valleyview, AB, T0H 3N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Export, tuberculosis testing, and chronic wasting disease certification

Leduc Farm Animal Hospital
(780) 986 3269
info@leducfarmanimalhospital.ca
5710 47th St, Leduc, Alberta, T9E 6Z9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and chronic wasting disease certification

Manning Veterinary Clinic
(780) 836 3770
manningvetclinic@gmail.com
Box 870, 640 7th Ave NW, Manning, AB, T0H 2M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and chronic wasting disease certification
Mayerthorpe Veterinary Clinic
(780) 786 2000
MAYERTHORPEEVE@gmail.com
Box 509, 4818 42nd Ave, Mayerthorpe, AB, T0E 1N0
**SERVICES PROVIDED:** Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
**TRAVEL RADIUS:** 100-150 km
**TELEMEDICINE:** Phone consultation
**CFIA ACCREDITATION:** Yes (not specified)

Rimbey Veterinary Clinic
(403) 843 2234
INFO@RIMBEYVET.CA
4607 50th Ave, Rimbey, AB, T0C 2J0
**SERVICES PROVIDED:** Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
**TRAVEL RADIUS:** 50-100 km
**TELEMEDICINE:** Phone consultation
**CFIA ACCREDITATION:** Yes (not specified)

Peace River Veterinary Services
(780) 624 1606
MICHELLE.DUBRULE@PEACERVET.COM
7710 100 Ave, Peace River, AB, T8S 1M5
**SERVICES PROVIDED:** Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures reproductive medicine, and calving
**TRAVEL RADIUS:** 200+ km
**TELEMEDICINE:** No
**CFIA ACCREDITATION:** Tuberculosis testing and chronic wasting disease certification

Pioneer Veterinary Services
(403) 638-3774
SUNDR@PIONEERVET.CA
709 Main Ave W, Sundre, AB, T0M 1X0
**SERVICES PROVIDED:** Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
**TRAVEL RADIUS:** 100-150 km
**TELEMEDICINE:** Phone consultation
**CFIA ACCREDITATION:** No

Poplar Grove Veterinary Services
(403) 227 4701
PGVETS@TELUS.NET
4408 42nd Ave, Innisfail, AB, T4G 1P6
**SERVICES PROVIDED:** Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
**TRAVEL RADIUS:** 50-100 km
**TELEMEDICINE:** Phone consultation
**CFIA ACCREDITATION:** Yes (not specified)

Rocky Rapids Veterinary Services
(780) 542 2144
INFO@ROCKYRAPIDSVET.COM
5605 56th St, Drayton Valley, AB, T7A 0B2
**SERVICES PROVIDED:** Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
**TRAVEL RADIUS:** 1-50 km
**TELEMEDICINE:** Phone consultation and video consultation
**CFIA ACCREDITATION:** No

Stettler Veterinary Clinic Ltd.
(403) 742 3338
STETV@STETVET.COM
4605 51st Ave, Stettler, AB, T0C 2L0
**SERVICES PROVIDED:** Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, calving, and exports
**TRAVEL RADIUS:** 50-100 km
**TELEMEDICINE:** Phone consultation
**CFIA ACCREDITATION:** Yes (not specified)

Stone Ridge Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 554 0663
OFFICE@STONERIDGEVETSERVICES.COM
59525 Rg Rd 235, Westlock County, AB, T0G 0P0
**SERVICES PROVIDED:** Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, calving, and referrals
**TRAVEL RADIUS:** 50-100 km
**TELEMEDICINE:** Phone consultation and video consultation
**CFIA ACCREDITATION:** No
Taber Cattle Clinic

(403) 223 2000
Office@tabercattleclinic.com
6306 55th St, Taber, AB, T1G 2H4
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, routine procedures, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports and tuberculosis testing

Weir Veterinary Services

(780) 875 2281
Kentdweir@gmail.com
5603 44th St, Lloydminster, AB, T9V 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports

West County Animal Clinic and Bear Creek Animal Clinic

(780) 354 3550
Aleetaj@hotmail.com
314 3 Ave W, Beaverlodge, AB, T0H 3S0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Westlock Veterinary Center

(780) 349 3663
Contact@westlockvet.com
10004 94A Ave Westlock, AB, T7P 2M9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and calving
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing
Sheep

Agrifarm Health Centre
(403) 995 1409
CS@AGRIFARM.CA
72 North Railway St, Okotoks, AB, T1S 1J3
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification

Animal Care Centre at Strathmore
(403) 901 1800
INFO@ANIMALCARECENTRE.CA
Range Rd 254B, Strathmore, AB, T1P 1J6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Animal Medical Centre South
(403) 527 4888
INFO@AMCSOUTH.CA
59 E 3rd Ave Dunmore, AB, T1B 0J9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Scrapie testing

Badlands Veterinary Services Ltd.
(403) 878 4545
BADLANDSVET@GMAIL.COM
Medicine Hat, AB
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Bow Valley Livestock Health
(403) 362 5114
BOWVALLEYLH@GMAIL.COM
103-143073, Township Rd 192, Brooks, AB, T1R 1C1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports and scrapie testing

Barr-North Veterinary Services
(780) 674 2100
JSCHONKN@GMAIL.COM
6302 49th St, Barrhead AB, T7N 1A3
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Bluffton Veterinary Services
(403) 843 8463
BLUFFTONVETSERVICES@GMAIL.COM
50 Main St #4, Bluffton, AB, T0C 0M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification
Border Veterinary Clinic
(780) 753 6183
MARIELUCIE.GENDRON@GMAIL.COM
40 WHEATLAND CRESCENTS, PROVOST, AB, T0B 3S0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Boyle Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 213 9213
BOYLEVET@TELUS.NET
5615 RAILWAY AVE, BOYLE, AB, T0A 0M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Camrose Veterinary Hospital
(780) 672 3171
MARISSA.WELESCHUK@OUTLOOK.COM
4712 41ST ST, CAMROSE, AB, T4V 0Z6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification

Central Veterinary Clinic (Ponoka)
(403) 783 5200
DRHOOK@CENTRALVETCLINIC.CA
6610 46TH AVE, PONOKA, AB, T4J 1J8
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Cochrane Animal Clinic Ltd.
(403) 932 5875
STEPHANIE.BLACKBURN@COCHRANEANIMALCLINIC.COM
124 RIVER AVE BAY 3, COCHRANE, T4C 2C7
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Country Vets Ltd.
(403) 627 6458
AMANDA.ELLIOT79@GMAIL.COM
PO BOX 1538, 1171 BIGHORN AVE, PINCHER CREEK, AB, T0K 1W0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Central Veterinary Clinic (Bashaw)
(780) 372 2411
EMILJOHN.AQUINO@GMAIL.COM
5113 50TH ST, BASHAW, AB, T0B 0H0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification
CFIA certification and herd certification

Emerson Trail Veterinary Services Ltd.

(780) 356 3887
EVAN.LOWE@ETVS.CA
Box 509, BEAVERLODGE, AB, T0H 0C0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing, brucellosis testing, and EU herd certification

Greenview Veterinary Services

(780) 524 4616
VVVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM
4602 39TH AVE, VALLEYVIEW, AB, T0H 3N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and scrapie testing

Gull Lake Veterinary Services Ltd.

(403) 782 0354
CLINIC@GULLLAKEVET.COM
RR 3, SITE 3, BOX 12, LACOMBE, AB, T4L 2N3
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Hastings Lake Animal Hospital

(780) 662 2227
INFO@HASTINGSLAKEVET.COM
#1 20332 TWP RD. 512 SHERWOOD PARK, AB, T8G 1E6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: In clinic only
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
High Prairie Veterinary Services
(780) 523 3826
Colive@shaw.ca
4128 53rd Ave, High Prairie, AB, T0G 1E0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports and herd certification

Highview Animal Clinic
(403) 652 1300
Drgavel@telus.net
1104 18th St SE, High River, AB, T1V 2A6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Innisfail Veterinary Services
(403) 227 3535
Innvet@telus.net
5239 50th St, Innisfail, AB, T4G 1S1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Iron Creek Veterinary Hospital
(780) 384 0003
Clinic@ironcreekvet.ca
8 Spruce Dr, Sedgewick, AB, T0B 4C0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Lakeland Animal Care Group
(780) 623 8387
LLBVetClinic@gmail.com
30 Nipewon Rd, Lac la Biche, AB, T0A 2C0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Herd certification

Leduc Farm Animal Hospital
(780) 986 3269
Info@leducfarmanimalhospital.ca
5710 47th St, Leduc, Alberta, T9E 6Z9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Livestock Veterinary Services
(403) 732 5322
Admin@livestockvet.ca
PO Box 1189, 424 Hwy Ave N, Picture Butte, AB, T0K 1V0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and scrapie testing

M.J. Veterinary Services
(403) 882 4560
M.J.VeterinaryServices@gmail.com
37211 Hwy 36, Box 173, Coronation, AB, T0C 1C0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification
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Manning Veterinary Clinic
(780) 836 3770
MANNINGVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM
Box 870, 640 7TH Ave NW, MANNING, AB, T0H 2M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports and tuberculosis testing

Marshall Swine and Poultry Health
(780) 672 5876
FRANK@MARSHALLSWINEANDPOULTRY.COM
3831 44TH Ave, CAMROSE, AB, T4V 3T1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Mayerthorpe Veterinary Clinic
(780) 786 2000
MAYERTHORPEEVET@GMAIL.COM
Box 509, 4818 42ND Ave, MAYERTHORPE, AB, T0E 1N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Nanton Veterinary Clinic
(403) 646 2060
VET@NANTONVETCLINIC.COM
2401 19TH Ave, NANTON, AB, T0L 1R0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Neudale Veterinary Services
(780) 847 4071
MEAGAN@NEUDALEVET.CA
12 CENTER ST, DEWBERRY, AB, T0B 1G0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 0 km, in clinic only
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Newell Veterinary Clinic
(403) 362 3273
INFO@NEWELLVET.COM
1103B 2 St W, Brooks, AB T1R 0N9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Northern Veterinary Services
(780) 790 2035
CLIENTCARE@NORTHERNVET.CA
155 MACLEAN RD, FORT McMURRAY ALBERTA, T9H 4X2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

OC Flock Management Inc.
(825) 250-3500
LYNNTAITDVM@GMAIL.COM
40314 AB-20, BENTLEY, AB, T0C 0J0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, semen collection for export, and embryo transfer
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Olds Riverstone Veterinary
(403) 556 2915
OLDS@RIVERSTONEVETSERVICES.CA
6312 46TH St, Olds, AB, T4H 1M6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Peace River Veterinary Services
(780) 624 1606
MICHELLE.DUBRULE@PEACERVET.COM
7710 100TH Ave, Peace River, AB, T8S 1M5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Pioneer Veterinary Services
(403) 638 3774
SUNDRE@PIONEERVET.CA
709 MAIN AVE W, Sundre, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Poplar Grove Veterinary Services
(403) 227-4710
PGVETS@TELUS.NET
4408 42ND Ave, Innisfail, AB, T4G 1P6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Prairie Rose Veterinary Clinic
(780) 592 8387
INFO@PRAIRIEROSEVET.CA
51110 AB-870, Innisfree, AB, T0B 2G0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, lambing, and pregnancy checks
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Rimbey Veterinary Clinic
(403) 843 2234
INFO@RIMBEYVET.CA
4607 50TH Ave, Rimbey, AB, T0C 2J0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Riverstone Veterinary Services
(403) 507 4412
VETS@RIVERSTONEVETSERVICES.CA
32539 Rg Rd 43 Hwy 27, Sundre, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Rocky Rapids Veterinary Services
(780) 542 2144
INFO@ROCKYRAPIDSVET.COM
5605 56TH St, Drayton Valley, AB, T7A 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and lambing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Veterinary Clinic</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
<th>Travel Radius</th>
<th>Telemedicine</th>
<th>CFIA Accreditation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stettler Veterinary Clinic Ltd.</td>
<td>(403) 742 3338</td>
<td>4605 51st Ave, Stettler, AB, T0C 2L0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, routines procedures, lambing, and exports</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockyard Veterinary Services (Tofield)</td>
<td>(780) 662 0085</td>
<td>5008 46th Ave, Tofield, AB, T0B 4J0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, routines procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing</td>
<td>200+ km</td>
<td>Phone consultation and video consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone Ridge Veterinary Services Ltd.</td>
<td>(780) 554 0663</td>
<td>59525 Rg Rd 235, Westlock County, AB, T0G 0P0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routines procedures, reproductive medicine, lambing, and referral</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation and video consultation</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taber Cattle Clinic</td>
<td>(403) 223 2000</td>
<td>6306 55th St, Taber, AB, T1G 2H4</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, routine procedures, and lambing</td>
<td>100-150 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Exports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viking Veterinary Clinic</td>
<td>(780) 336 4048</td>
<td>Box 374, 5116 61st Ave, Viking, AB, T0B 4N0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routines procedures, and lambing</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulcan Veterinary Hospital</td>
<td>(403) 485 6880</td>
<td>111 2nd Ave, Vulcan, AB, T0L 2B0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routines procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation and video consultation</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir Veterinary Services</td>
<td>(780) 875 2281</td>
<td>5603 44th St, Lloydminster, AB, T9V 0B2</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routines procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing</td>
<td>100-150 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Exports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West County Animal Clinic and Bear Creek Animal Clinic</td>
<td>(780) 354 3550</td>
<td>314 3rd Ave W, Beaverlodge, AB, T0H 3SO</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routines procedures, and lambing</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Tuberculosis testing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Westlock Veterinary Center

(780) 349 3663
CONTACT@WESTLOCKVET.COM
10004 94A Ave WESTLOCK, AB, T7P 2M9

SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and lambing

TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km

TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation

CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing
Goat

Agrifarm Health Centre
(403) 995 1409
cs@agrifarm.ca
72 North Railway St, Okotoks, AB, T1S 1J3
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification

Animal Care Centre at Strathmore
(403) 901 1800
info@animalcarecentre.ca
Range Rd 254B, Strathmore, AB, T1P 1J6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Animal Medical Centre South
(403) 527 4888
info@amcsouth.ca
59 E 3rd Ave, Dunmore, AB, T1B 0J9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Scrapie testing

Badlands Veterinary Services
(403) 878 4545
badlandsvet@gmail.com
Medicine Hat, Alberta
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Bow Valley Livestock Health
(403) 362 5114
bowvalleylh@gmail.com
103-143073, Township Rd 192, Brooks, AB, T1R 1C1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Scrapie testing

Barr-North Veterinary Services
(780) 674 2100
jschonkn@gmail.com
6302 49th St, Barrhead, AB, T7N 1A3
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Bluffton Veterinary Services
(403) 843 8463
blufftonvetservices@gmail.com
50 Main St #4, Bluffton, AB, T0C 0M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification
Border Veterinary Clinic  
(780) 753 6183
MARIELUCIE.GENDRON@GMAIL.COM
40 WHEATLAND CREs, PROVOST, AB, T0B 3S0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Boyle Veterinary Services Ltd.  
(780) 213 9213
BOYLEVET@TELUS.NET
5615 RAILWAY AVE, BOYLE, AB, T0A 0M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Camrose Veterinary Hospital  
(780) 672 3171
MARISSA.WELESCHUK@OUTLOOK.COM
4712 41st St, CAMROSE, AB, T4V 0Z6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification

Central Veterinary Clinic (Bashaw)  
(780) 372 2411
EMIJOHN.AQUINO@GMAIL.COM
5113 50th St, BASWASH, AB, T0B 0H0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Central Veterinary Clinic (Ponoka)  
(403) 783-5200
DRHOOK@CENTRALVETCLINIC.CA
6610 46th Ave, PONOKA, T4J 1J8
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Cochrane Animal Clinic Ltd.  
(403) 932-5875
STEPHANIE.BLACKBUM@COCHRANEANIMALCLINIC.COM
124 RIVER AVE Bay 3, COCHRANE, T4C 2C7
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Cold Lake Veterinary Clinic  
(780) 594-5212
INFO@COLDLAKEVETCLINIC.CA
5404 55th St, COLD LAKE, AB, T9M 1K5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Euthanasia and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Country Vets Ltd.  
(403) 627-6458
AMANDA.ELLIOT79@GMAIL.COM
PO Box 1538, 1171 BIGHORN AVE, PINCHER CREEK, AB, T0K 1W0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
<th>Travel Radius</th>
<th>Telemedicine</th>
<th>CFIA Accreditation</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country Vets Ltd.</td>
<td>1171 Bighorn Ave, Pincher Creek, AB, T0K 1W0</td>
<td>(403) 627-4212</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jsoucy695@gmail.com">jsoucy695@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kidding</td>
<td>100-150 km</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Exports and herd certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creekside Veterinary Service</td>
<td>515 2nd Ave, Maple Creek, SK, S0N 1N0</td>
<td>(306) 662-4969</td>
<td><a href="mailto:office@creeksidevetservices.ca">office@creeksidevetservices.ca</a></td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding</td>
<td>100-150 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
<td>Exports and herd certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edson Veterinary Clinic</td>
<td>4403 2nd Ave, Edson, AB, T7E 1C1</td>
<td>(780) 723-3354</td>
<td><a href="mailto:evcadmin@telus.net">evcadmin@telus.net</a></td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
<td>Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fancy Veterinary Services Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(403) 625-7051</td>
<td><a href="mailto:fancyvetservices@gmail.com">fancyvetservices@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation and video consultation</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Exports and herd certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenview Veterinary Services</td>
<td>4602 39th Ave, Valleyview, AB, T0H 3N0</td>
<td>(780) 524-4616</td>
<td><a href="mailto:vvvetclinic@gmail.com">vvvetclinic@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding</td>
<td>150-200 km</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Tuberculosis testing and scrapie testing</td>
<td>Exports and herd certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gull Lake Veterinary Services Ltd.</td>
<td>RR 3, Site 3, Box 12, Lacombe, AB, T4L 2N3</td>
<td>(403) 782-0354</td>
<td><a href="mailto:clinic@gulllakevet.com">clinic@gulllakevet.com</a></td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, reproductive medicine, and kidding</td>
<td>150-200 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
<td>Exports and herd certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hastings Lake Animal Hospital</td>
<td>#1 20332 TWP Rd. 512 Sherwood Park, AB, T8G 1E6</td>
<td>(780) 662 2227</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@hastingslakevet.com">info@hastingslakevet.com</a></td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures</td>
<td>In clinic only</td>
<td>Phone consultation and video consultation</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Exports and herd certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Prairie Veterinary Services</td>
<td>4128 53rd Ave, High Prairie, AB, T0G 1E0</td>
<td>(780) 523 3826</td>
<td><a href="mailto:colive@shaw.ca">colive@shaw.ca</a></td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Exports and herd certification</td>
<td>Exports and herd certification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Highview Animal Clinic
(403) 652 1300
Drgavel@telus.net
1104 18th St SE, High River, AB, T1V 2A6
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kidding
Travel Radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: No

Innisfail Veterinary Services
(403) 227 3535
Innvet@telus.net
5239 50th St, Innisfail, AB, T4G 1S1
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
Travel Radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Iron Creek Veterinary Hospital
(780) 384 0003
Clinic@ironcreekvet.ca
8 Spruce Dr, Sedgewick, AB, T0B 4C0
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
Travel Radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Yes (not applicable)

Lakeland Animal Care Group
(780) 623 8387
Llbvetclinic@gmail.com
30 Nipewon Rd, Lac la Biche, AB, T0A 2C0
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
Travel Radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: No
CFIA Accreditation: Herd certification

Leduc Farm Animal Hospital
(780) 986 3269
Info@leducfarmanimalhospital.ca
5710 47th St, Leduc, Alberta, T9E 6Z9
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
Travel Radius: 150-200 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: No

Livestock Veterinary Services
(403) 732 5322
Admin@livestockvet.ca
PO Box 1189, 424 Hwy Ave N, Picture Butte, AB, T0K 1V0
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, reproductive medicine, and kidding
Travel Radius: 200+ km
Telemedicine: Phone Consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and scrapie testing

M.J. Veterinary Services
(403) 882 4560
M.j.veterinaryservices@gmail.com
37211 Hwy 36, Box 173, Coronation, AB, T0C 1C0
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and kidding
Travel Radius: 100-150 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification
Manning Veterinary Clinic
(780) 836 3770
MANNINGVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM
Box 870, 640 7th Ave NW, Manning, AB, T0H 2M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Mayerthorpe Veterinary Clinic
(780) 786 2000
MAYERTHORPEEVE@GMAIL.COM
Box 509, 4818 42nd Ave, Mayerthorpe, AB, T0E 1N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Export, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Nanton Veterinary Clinic
(403) 646 2060
VET@NANTONVETCLINIC.COM
2401 19th Ave, Nanton, AB, T0L 1R0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Neudale Veterinary Services
(780) 847 4071
MEAGAN@NEUDALEVET.CA
12 Center St, Dewberry, AB, T0B 1G0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: In clinic only
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Northern Veterinary Services
(780) 790 2035
CLIENTCARE@NORTHERNVET.CA
155 MacLean Rd, Fort McMurray Alberta, T9H 4X2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

OC Flock Management Inc.
(825) 250-3500
LYNNTAITDVM@GMAIL.COM
40314 AB-20, Bentley, AB, T0C 0J0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Export, tuberculosis testing, semen collection for export, embryo transfer

Olds Riverstone Veterinary
(403) 556 2915
OLDS@RIVERSTONEVETSERVICES.CA
6312 46th St, Olds, AB, T4H 1M6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Peace River Veterinary Services
(780) 624 1606
MICHÉLLE.DUBRULE@PEACERIVERVET.COM
7710 100th Ave, Peace River, AB, T8S 1M5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
<th>Travel Radius</th>
<th>Telemedicine</th>
<th>CFIA Accreditation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer Veterinary Services</td>
<td>(403) 638-3774</td>
<td>709 MAIN AVE W, SUNDRE, AB, T0M 1X0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding</td>
<td>100-150 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poplar Grove Veterinary Services</td>
<td>(403) 227 4710</td>
<td>4408 42ND AVE, INNISFAIL, AB, T4G 1P6</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Rose Veterinary Clinic</td>
<td>(780) 592 8387</td>
<td>51110 AB-870, INNISFREE, AB, T0B 2G0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding, and pregnancy checks</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Tuberculosis testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverstone Veterinary Services</td>
<td>(403) 507 4412</td>
<td>32539 Rg Rd 43 Hwy 27, SUNDRE, AB, T0M 1X0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation and video consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Rapids Veterinary Services</td>
<td>(780) 542 2144</td>
<td>5605 56TH St, DRAYTON VALLEY, AB, T7A 0B2</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kidding</td>
<td>1-50 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation and video consultation</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stettler Veterinary Clinic Ltd.</td>
<td>(403) 742 3338</td>
<td>4605 51ST AVE, STETTLER, AB, T0C 2L0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, kidding, and exports</td>
<td>50-100 km</td>
<td>Phone consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockyard Veterinary Services (Tofield)</td>
<td>(780) 662 0085</td>
<td>5008 46TH Ave, TOFIELD, AB, T0B 4J0</td>
<td>Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding</td>
<td>200+ km</td>
<td>Phone consultation and video consultation</td>
<td>Yes (not specified)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stone Ridge Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 554 0663
Office@stoneridgevet_services.com
59525 Rg Rd 235, Westlock County, AB, T0G 0P0
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, kidding, and referrals
Travel Radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA Accreditation: No

Weir Veterinary Services
(780) 875 2281
Kentdweir@gmail.com
5603 44th St, Lloydminster, AB, T9V 0B2
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
Travel Radius: 100-150 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Yes (not applicable)

Taber Cattle Clinic
(403) 223 2000
Office@tabercattleclinic.com
6306 55th St, Taber, AB, T1G 2H4
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, routine procedures, and kidding
Travel Radius: 100-150 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Exports

West County Animal Clinic and Bear Creek Animal Clinic
(780) 354 3550
Aleea_aj@hotmail.com
314 3rd Ave W, Beaverlodge, AB, T0H 3S0
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kidding
Travel Radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Tuberculosis testing

Viking Veterinary Clinic
(780) 336 4048
Vvcmain@telus.net
Box 374, 5116 61st Ave, Viking, AB, T0B 4N0
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kidding
Travel Radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Yes (not specified)

Westlock Veterinary Center
(780) 349 3663
Contact@westlockvet.com
10004 94A Ave, Westlock, AB, T7P 2M9
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
Travel Radius: 200+ km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Tuberculosis testing

Vulcan Veterinary Hospital
(403) 485 6880
Gordon.j.strick@gmail.com
111 2nd Ave, Vulcan, AB, T0L 2B0
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kidding
Travel Radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA Accreditation: No
Llama & Alpaca

Agrifarm Health Centre
(403) 995 1409
CS@AGRIFARM.CA
72 North Railway St, Okotoks, AB, T1S 1J3
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Animal Care Centre at Strathmore
(403) 901 1800
INFO@ANIMALCARECENTRE.CA
Range Rd 2548, Strathmore, AB, T1P 1J6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Animal Medical Centre South
(403) 527 4888
INFO@AMCSOUTH.CA
59 E 3rd Ave, Dunmore, AB, T1B 0J9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Bow Valley Livestock Health
(403) 362 5114
BOWVALLEYLH@GMAIL.COM
103-143073, Township Rd 192, Brooks, AB, T1R 1C1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Bluffton Veterinary Services
(403) 843 8463
BLUFFTONVETSERVICES@GMAIL.COM
50 Main St #4, Bluffton, AB, T0C 0M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification

Camrose Veterinary Hospital
(780) 672 3171
MARISSA.WELESCHUK@OUTLOOK.COM
4712 41st St, Camrose, AB, T4V 0Z6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification

Central Veterinary Clinic (Bashaw)
(780) 372-2411
EMILJOHN.AQUINO@GMAIL.COM
5113 50th St, Bashaw, AB, T0B 0H0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Return to Table of Contents
Central Veterinary Clinic (Ponoka)
(403) 783-5200
Drhook@centralvetservice.ca
6610 46th Ave, Ponoka, AB, T4J 1J8
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Cochrane Animal Clinic Ltd.
(403) 932-5875
Stephanie.blackburn@cochraneanimalclinic.com
124 River Ave Bay 3, Cochrane, AB, T4C 2C7
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Country Vets Ltd.
(403) 627-6458
Amanda.elliott79@gmail.com
PO Box 1538, 1171 Bighorn Ave, Pincher Creek, AB, T0K 1W0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Creekside Veterinary Services
(306) 662-4969
Office@creeksidevetservice.ca
515 2nd Ave N, Maple Creek, SK, S0N 1N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Edson Veterinary Clinic
(780) 723-3354
Evcadmin@telus.net
4403 2nd Ave, Edson, AB, T7E 1C1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Greenview Veterinary Services
(780) 524-4616
Vvvetservice@gmail.com
4602 39th Ave, Valleyview, AB, T0H 3N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Hastings Lake Animal Hospital
(780) 662-2227
Info@hastingslakevet.com
#1 20332 Twp Rd. 512 Sherwood Park, AB, T8G 1E6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: In clinic only
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
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Highview Animal Clinic
(403) 652 1300
drgavel@telus.net
1104 18th St SE, High River, AB, T1V 2A6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Innisfail Veterinary Services
(403) 227 3535
innvet@telus.net
5239 50th St, Innisfail, AB, T4G 1S1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Leduc Farm Animal Hospital
(780) 986 3269
info@leducfarmanimalhospital.ca
5710 47th St, Leduc, Alberta, T9E 6Z9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Livestock Veterinary Services
(403) 732 5322
admin@livestockvvet.ca
PO Box 1189, 424 Hwy Ave N, Picture Butte, AB, T0K 1V0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports and tuberculosis testing

Manning Veterinary Clinic
(780) 836 3770
manningvetclinic@gmail.com
Box 870, 640 7th Ave NW, Manning, AB, T0H 2M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Mayerthorpe Veterinary Clinic
(780) 786 2000
mayerthorpevet@gmail.com
Box 509, 4818 42nd Ave, Mayerthorpe, AB, T0E 1N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports, tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Nanton Veterinary Clinic
(403) 646 2060
vet@nantonvetclinic.com
2401 19th Ave, Nanton, AB, T0L 1R0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
Olds Riverstone Veterinary
(403) 556 2915
ولدز@riverstonevetservices.ca
6312 46th St, Olds, AB, T4H 1M6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Pioneer Veterinary Services
(403) 638-3774
Sundre@pioneeervet.ca
709 Main Ave W, Sundre, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Poplar Grove Veterinary Services
(403) 227-4701
Pgvets@telus.net
4408 42nd Ave, Innisfail, AB, T4G 1P6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Prairie Rose Veterinary Clinic
(780) 592 8387
info@prairierosevet.ca
51110 AB-870, Innisfree, AB, T0B 2G0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, unpacking, and pregnancy checks
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Rimbey Veterinary Clinic
(403) 843 2234
info@rimbeylvet.ca
4607 50th Ave, Rimbey, AB, T0C 2J0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Riverstone Veterinary Services
(403) 507 4412
Vets@riverstonevetservices.ca
32539 Rg Rd 43 Hwy 27, Sundre, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Rocky Rapids Veterinary Services
(780) 542 2144
info@rockyrapidsvet.com
5605 56th St, Drayton Valley, AB, T7A 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, calving, kidding, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Stettler Veterinary Clinic Ltd.
(403) 742 3338
Stetvet@stetvet.com
4605 51st Ave, Stettler, AB, T0C 2L0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, unpacking, and exports
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)
Stone Ridge Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 554 0663
OFFICE@STONE RIDGE VET SERVICES.COM
59525 Rg Rd 235, WESTLOCK COUNTY, AB, T0G 0P0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, unpacking, and referrals
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Vulcan Veterinary Hospital
(403) 485 6880
GORDON.J.STRICK@GMAIL.COM
111 2nd Ave, VULCAN, AB, T0L 2B0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

West County Animal Clinic and Bear Creek Animal Clinic
(780) 354 3550
ALEETAJ@HOTMAIL.COM
314 3rd Ave W, BEAVERLODGE, AB, T0H 3S0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Westlock Veterinary Center
(780) 349 3663
CONTACT@WESTLOCKVET.COM
10004 94A Ave WESTLOCK, AB, T7P 2M9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and unpacking
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing
Small Lot / Urban Livestock

Chicken

Animal Care Centre at Strathmore
(403) 901 1800
INFO@ANIMALCARECENTRE.CA
RANGE Rd 254B, STRATHMORE, AB, T1P 1J6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Animal Health Product Distributors
(587) 360 0898
INFO@AHPD.CA
151 EAST LAKE BLVD NE, AIRDRIE, AB, T4A 2G1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Poultry certification

Animal Medical Centre South
(403) 527 4888
INFO@AMCSOUTH.CA
59 E 3rd Ave, DUNMORE, AB, T1B 0J9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Flock certification

Bow Valley Livestock Health
(403) 362 5114
BOWVALLEYLH@GMAIL.COM
103-143073, TOWNSHIP Rd 192, BROOKS, AB, T1R 1C1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Bluffton Veterinary Services
(403) 843 8463
BLUFFTONVETSERVICES@GMAIL.COM
50 Main St #4, BLUFFTON, AB, T0C 0M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Flock certification

Boyle Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 213 9213
BOYLEVET@TELUS.NET
5615 RAILWAY Ave, BOYLE, AB, T0A 0M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine and emergency services
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Flock certification

Camrose Veterinary Hospital
(780) 672 3171
MARISSA.WELESCHUK@OUTLOOK.COM
4712 41st St, CAMROSE, AB, T4V 0Z6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Flock certification
Central Veterinary Clinic (Bashaw)
(780) 372 2411
EMILJOHN.AQUINO@GMAIL.COM
5113 50TH ST, BASHAW, AB, T0B 0H0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Flock certification

Central Veterinary Clinic (Ponoka)
(403) 783 5200
DRHOOK@CENTRALVETCLINIC.CA
6610 46TH AVE, PONOKA, AB, T4J 1J8
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Cochrane Animal Clinic Ltd.
(403) 932 5875
STEPHANIE.BLACKBURN@COCHRANEANIMALCLINIC.COM
124 RIVER AVE BY 3, COCHRANE, AB, T4C 2C7
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Country Vets Ltd.
(403) 627 6458
AMANDA.ELLIOTT79@GMAIL.COM
PO BOX 1538, 1171 BIGHORN AVE, PINCHER CREEK, AB, T0K 1W0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Country Vets Ltd.
(403) 627 4212
JSOUCY695@GMAIL.COM
1171 BIGHORN AVE, PINCHER CREEK, AB, T0K 1W0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINES: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Flock certification

Creekside Veterinary Services
(306) 662 4969
OFFICE@CREEKSIDEVETSERVICE.CA
515 2ND AVE N, MAPLE CREEK, SK, S0N 1N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINES: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Edson Veterinary Clinic
(780) 723 3354
EVCAADMIN@TELUS.NET
4403 2ND AVE, EDSON, AB, T7E 1C1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINES: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Flock certification

Greenview Veterinary Services
(780) 524 4616
VVVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM
4602 39TH AVE, VALLEYVIEW, AB, T0H 3N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINES: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)
Hastings Lake Animal Hospital
(780) 662 2227
INFO@HASTINGSLAKEVET.COM
#1 20332 TWP RD. 512 SHERWOOD PARK, AB, T8G 1E6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: In clinic only
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Lakeland Animal Care Group
(780) 623 8387
LLBVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM
30 NIPEWON RD, LAC LA BICHE, AB, T0A 2C0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Flock certification

Leduc Farm Animal Hospital
(780) 986 3269
INFO@LEDUCFARMANIMALHOSPITAL.CA
5710 47TH ST, LEDUC, ALBERTA, T9E 6Z9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Manning Veterinary Clinic
(780) 836 3770
MANNINGVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM
Box 870, 640 7TH AVE NW, MANNING, AB, T0H 2M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Marshall Swine and Poultry Health
(780) 672 5876
FRANK@MARSHALLSWINEANDPOULTRY.COM
3831 44TH AVE, CAMROSE, AB, T4V 3T1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports

Nanton Veterinary Clinic
(403) 646 2060
VET@NANTONVETCLINIC.COM
2401 19TH AVE, NANTON, AB, T0L 1R0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Northern Veterinary Services
(780) 790 2035
CLIENTCARE@NORTHERNVET.CA
155 MacLean Rd, Fort McMurray Alberta, T9H 4X2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Olds Riverstone Veterinary
(403) 556 2915
OLDSRIVERSTONEVETSERVICES.CA
6312 46TH ST, OLDS, AB, T4H 1M6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)
Peace River Veterinary Services
(780) 624 1606
MICHELLE.DUBRULE@PEACERVET.COM
7710 100\(^{th}\) AVE, PEACE RIVER, AB, T8S 1M5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Pioneer Veterinary Services
(403) 638 3774
SUNFRED@PIONEERVET.CA
709 MAIN AVE W, SUNFRED, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Poplar Grove Veterinary Services
(403) 227-4701
PGVETS@TELUS.NET
4408 42\(^{nd}\) AVE, INNISFAIL, AB, T4G 1P6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Prairie Rose Veterinary Clinic
(780) 592 8387
INFO@PRAIRIEROSEVET.CA
51110 AB-870, INNISFREE, AB, T0B 2G0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Rimbey Veterinary Clinic
(403) 843 2234
INFO@RIMBEYVET.CA
4607 50\(^{th}\) AVE, RIMBEY, AB, T0C 2J0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Riverstone Veterinary Services
(403) 507 4412
VETS@RIVERSTONEVETSERVICES.CA
32539 Rg Rd 43 Hwy 27, SUNFRED, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Rocky Rapids Veterinary Services
(780) 542 2144
INFO@ROCKYRAPIDSVET.COM
5605 56\(^{th}\) St, DRAYTON VALLEY, AB, T7A 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Stone Ridge Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 554 0663
OFFICE@STONERIDGEVETSERVICES.COM
59525 Rg Rd 235, WESTLOCK COUNTY, AB, T0G 0P0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and referrals
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
Vulcan Veterinary Hospital
(403) 485 6880
GORDON.J.STRICK@GMAIL.COM
111 2ND AVE, VULCAN, AB, T0L 2B0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Weir Veterinary Services
(780) 875 2281
KENTDWEIR@GMAIL.COM
5603 44TH ST, LLOYDMINSTER, AB, T9V 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

West County Animal Clinic and Bear Creek Animal Clinic
(780) 354 3550
ALEETAJ@HOTMAIL.COM
314 3 AVE W, BEAVERLODGE, AB, T0H 3S0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Westlock Veterinary Center
(780) 349 3663
CONTACT@WESTLOCKVET.COM
10004 94A AVE WESTLOCK, AB, T7P 2M9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Pig

Animal Care Centre at Strathmore
(403) 901 1800
INFO@ANIMALCARECENTRE.CA
RANGE RD 254B, STRATHMORE, AB, T1P 1J6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Animal Medical Centre South
(403) 527 4888
INFO@AMCSOUTH.CA
59 E 3RD AVE, DUNMORE, AB, T1B 0J9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Bluffton Veterinary Services
(403) 843 8463
BLUFFTONVETSERVICES@GMAIL.COM
50 MAIN ST #4, BLUFFTON, AB, T0C 0M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification
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Camrose Veterinary Hospital
(780) 672 3171
MARISSA.WELESCUK@OUTLOOK.COM
4712 41st St, Camrose, AB, T4V 0Z6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures, farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification

Central Veterinary Clinic (Bashaw)
(780) 372-2411
EMILJOHN.AQUINO@GMAIL.COM
5113 50th St, Bashaw, AB, T0B 0H0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification

Central Veterinary Clinic (Ponoka)
(403) 783-5200
DRHOOK@CENRALVETCLINICA.CA
6610 46th Ave, Ponoka, AB, T4J 1J8
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Cochrane Animal Clinic Ltd.
(403) 932-5875
STEPHANIE.BLACKBURN@COCHRANEANIMALCLINIC.COM
124 River Ave Bay 3, Cochrane, AB, T4C 2C7
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Country Vets Ltd.
(403) 627-6458
AMANDA.ELLIOTT79@GMAIL.COM
PO Box 1538, 1171 Big Horn Ave, Pincher Creek, AB, T0K 1W0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Edson Veterinary Clinic
(780) 723-3354
EVCADMIN@TELUS.NET
4403 2nd Ave, Edson, AB, T7E 1C1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing, and herd certification

Greenview Veterinary Services
(780) 524-4616
VVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM
4602 39th Ave, Valleyview, AB, T0H 3N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Hastings Lake Animal Hospital
(780) 662 2227
INFO@HASTINGSLAKEVET.COM
#1 20332 TWP RD. 512 Sherwood Park, AB, T8G 1E6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: In clinic only
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
Lakeland Animal Care Group  
(780) 623 8387  
LLBVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM  
30 NIPewan RD, LAC LA BICHE, AB, T0A 2C0  
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing  
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km  
TELEMEDICINE: No  
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Herd certification

Leduc Farm Animal Hospital  
(780) 986 3269  
INFO@LEDUCFARMANIMALHOSPITAL.CA  
5710 47TH ST, LEDUC, ALBERTA, T9E 6Z9  
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing  
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km  
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation  
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

M.J. Veterinary Services  
(403) 882 4560  
M.J.VETERINARYSERVICES@GMAIL.COM  
37211 HWY 36, BOX 173, CORONATION, AB, T0C 1C0  
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and farrowing  
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km  
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation  
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing and herd certification

Manning Veterinary Clinic  
(780) 836 3770  
MANNINGVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM  
BOX 870, 640 7TH AVE NW, MANNING, AB, T0H 2M0  
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing  
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km  
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation  
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Marshall Swine and Poultry Health  
(780) 672 5876  
FRANK@MARSHALLSWINEANDPOULTRY.COM  
3831 44TH AVE, CAMROSE, AB, T4V 3T1  
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, euthanasia, and routine procedures  
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km  
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation  
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Exports

Nanton Veterinary Clinic  
(403) 646 2060  
Vet@NANTONVETCLINIC.COM  
2401 19TH AVE, NANTON, AB, T0L 1R0  
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures  
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km  
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation  
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Northern Veterinary Services  
(780) 790 2035  
CLIENTCARE@NORTHERNVET.CA  
155 MacLEAN RD, FORT MCMURRAY ALBERTA, T9H 4X2  
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures  
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km  
TELEMEDICINE: No  
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Olds Riverstone Veterinary  
(403) 556 2915  
OLDS@RIVERSTONEVETSERVICES.CA  
6312 46TH ST, OLDS, AB, T4H 1M6  
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing  
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km  
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation  
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)
Peace River Veterinary Services
(780) 624 1606
MICHHELLE.DUBRULE@PEACERVIVERET.COM
7710 100TH AVE, PEACE RIVER, AB, T8S 1M5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Pioneer Veterinary Services
(403) 638-3774
SUNDE@PIONEERVET.CA
709 MAIN AVE W, SUNDE, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Rimbey Veterinary Clinic
(403) 843 2234
INFO@RIMBEYVET.CA
4607 50TH AVE, RIMBEY, AB, T0C 2J0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Riverstone Veterinary Services
(403) 507 4412
VETS@RIVERSTONEVETSERVICES.CA
32539 RG RD 43 HWY 27, SUNDE, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Rocky Rapids Veterinary Services
(780) 542 2144
INFO@ROCKYRAPIDSVET.COM
5605 56TH ST, DRAYTON VALLEY, AB, T7A 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Stone Ridge Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 554 0663
OFFICE@STONERIDGEVETSERVICES.COM
59525 RG RD 235, WESTLOCK COUNTY, AB, T0G 0P0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, farrowing and referrals
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Vulcan Veterinary Hospital
(403) 485 6880
GORDON.J.STRICK@GMAIL.COM
111 2ND AVE, VULCAN, AB, T0L 2B0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Weir Veterinary Services
(780) 875 2281
KENTDWEIR@GMAIL.COM
5603 44TH ST, LLOYDMINSTER, AB, T9V 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)
West County Animal Clinic and Bear Creek Animal Clinic

(780) 354 3550
ALEETAJ@HOTMAIL.COM
314 3rd Ave W, Beaverlodge, AB, T0H 3S0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing

Westlock Veterinary Center

(780) 349 3663
CONTACT@WESTLOCKVET.COM
10004 94A Ave Westlock, AB, T7P 2M9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and farrowing
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Tuberculosis testing
Rabbit

Animal Care Centre at Strathmore
(403) 901 1800
INFO@ANIMALCARECENTRE.CA
RANGE RD 254B, STRATHMORE, AB, T1P 1J6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Animal Medical Centre South
(403) 527 4888
INFO@AMCSOUTH.CA
59 E 3RD Ave, DUNMORE, AB, T1B 0J9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Animal Pathology Services (APS) Ltd
(780) 720 5378
drnation@telus.net
18208 ELLERSLIE RD, EDMONTON, AB, T6W 1A5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Diagnostic pathology and laboratory
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Bluffton Veterinary Services
(403) 843 8463
BLUFFTONVETSERVICES@GMAIL.COM
50 MAIN ST #4, BLUFFTON, AB, T0C 0M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Herd certification

Camrose Veterinary Hospital
(780) 672 3171
MARISSA.WELESCHUK@OUTLOOK.COM
4712 41ST St, CAMROSE, AB, T4V 0Z6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Herd certification

Central Veterinary Clinic (Bashaw)
(780) 372-2411
EMILJOHN.AQUINO@GMAIL.COM
5113 50TH St, BASHAW, AB, T0B 0H0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Export, and herd certification

Central Veterinary Clinic (Ponoka)
(403) 783-5200
DRHOOK@CENTRALVETCLINICA.CA
6610 46TH Ave, PONOKA, AB, T4J 1J8
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Cochrane Animal Clinic Ltd.
(403) 932-5875
STEPHANIE.BLACKBURN@COCHRANEANIMALCLINIC.COM
124 RIVER AVE BAY 3, COCHRANE, AB, T4C 2C7
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
Cold Lake Veterinary Clinic
(780) 594-5212
INFO@COLDLAKEVETCLINIC.CA
5404 55TH St, Cold Lake, AB, T9M 1K5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Euthanasia and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone Consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Country Vets Ltd.
(403) 627-4212
JSOUCY695@GMAIL.COM
1171 Bighorn Ave, Pincher Creek, AB, T0K 1W0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Edson Veterinary Clinic
(780) 723-3354
EVCADMIN@TELUS.NET
4403 2ND Ave, Edson, AB, T7E 1C1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Herd certification

Greenview Veterinary Services
(780) 524-4616
VVVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM
4602 39TH Ave, Valleyview, AB, T0H 3N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Hastings Lake Animal Hospital
(780) 662 2227
INFO@HASTINGSLAKEVET.COM
#1 20332 TWP RD. 512 Sherwood Park, AB, T8G 1E6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: In clinic only
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

High Prairie Veterinary Services
(780) 523 3826
COLIVE@SHAW.CA
4128 53RD Ave, High Prairie, AB, T0G 1E0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Herd certification

Lakeland Animal Care Group
(780) 623 8387
LBBVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM
30 NiPewon Rd, Lac la Biche, AB, T0A 2C0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Manning Veterinary Clinic
(780) 836 3770
MANNINGVETCLINIC@GMAIL.COM
Box 870, 640 7TH Ave NW, Manning, AB, T0H 2M0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)
Mayerthorpe Veterinary Clinic
(780) 786 2000
MAYERTHORPEVET@GMAIL.COM
Box 509, 4818 42nd Ave, Mayerthorpe, AB, T0E 1N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Northern Veterinary Services
(780) 790 2035
CLIENTCARE@NORTHERNVT.CA
155 MacLean Rd, Fort McMurray Alberta, T9H 4X2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Olds Riverstone Veterinary
(403) 556 2915
OLDS@RIVERSTONEVETSERVICES.CA
6312 46th St, Olds, AB, T4H 1M6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Peace River Veterinary Services
(780) 624 1606
MICHELLE.DUBRULE@PEACERVET.COM
7710 100th Ave, Peace River, AB, T8S 1M5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Pioneer Veterinary Services
(403) 638-3774
SUNDRE@PIONEERVET.CA
709 Main Ave W, Sundre AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Prairie Rose Veterinary Clinic
(780) 592 8387
INFO@PRAIRIEROSEVET.CA
51110 AB-870, Innisfree, AB, T0B 2G0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, kindling, and pregnancy checks
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Riverstone Veterinary Services
(403) 507 4412
VETS@RIVERSTONEVETSERVICES.CA
32539 Rg Rd 43 Hwy 27, Sundre, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Rocky Rapids Veterinary Services
(780) 542 2144
INFO@ROCKYRAPIDSVET.COM
5605 56th St, Drayton Valley, AB, T7A 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kindling
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
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Stone Ridge Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 554 0663
Office@stonerridgevetservices.com
59525 Rg Rd 235, Westlock County, AB, T0G 0P0
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
Travel Radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA Accreditation: No

Vulcan Veterinary Hospital
(403) 485 6880
Gordon.J.Strick@gmail.com
111 2nd Ave, Vulcan, AB, TOL 2B0
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
Travel Radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA Accreditation: No

Weir Veterinary Services
(780) 875 2281
Kentdweir@gmail.com
5603 44th St, Lloydminster, AB, T9V 0B2
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
Travel Radius: 100-150 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Yes (not applicable)

West County Animal Clinic and Bear Creek Animal Clinic
(780) 354 3550
Aleetaj@hotmail.com
314 3 Ave W, Beaverlodge, AB, T0H 3S0
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and kindling
Travel Radius: 50-100 km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Yes (not applicable)

Westlock Veterinary Center
(780) 349 3663
Contact@westlockvet.com
10004 94A Ave Westlock, AB, T7P 2M9
Services Provided: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and kindling
Travel Radius: 200+ km
Telemedicine: Phone consultation
CFIA Accreditation: Yes (not applicable)
Honeybees

Bow Valley Livestock Health
(403) 362 5114
BOWVALLEYLH@GMAIL.COM
103-143073, TOWNSHIP RD 192, BROOKS, AB, T1R 1C1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Barr-North Veterinary Services
(780) 674 2100
JSCHONKN@GMAIL.COM
6302 49th St, BARRHEAD AB, T7N 1A3
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Camrose Veterinary Hospital
(780) 672 3171
MARISSA.WELESCHUK@OUTLOOK.COM
4712 41st St, CAMROSE, AB, T4V 0Z6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Central Veterinary Clinic (Bashaw)
(780) 372-2411
EMILJOH.AQUINO@GMAIL.COM
5113 50th St, BASHAW, AB, T0B 0H0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Central Veterinary Clinic (Ponoka)
(403) 783-5200
DRHOOK@CENTRALVETCLINIC.CA
6610 46th Ave, PONOKA, AB, T4J 1J8
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Creekside Veterinary Services
(306) 662-4969
OFFICE@CREEKSIDEVETSERVICE.CA
515 2nd Ave N, MAPLE CREEK, SK, S0N 1N0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures, reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Highview Animal Clinic
(403) 652 1300
DRGAVEL@TELUS.NET
1104 18th St SE, HIGH RIVER, AB, T1V 2A6
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Leduc Farm Animal Hospital
(780) 986 3269
INFO@LEDUCFARMANIMALHOSPITAL.CA
5710 47th St, LEDUC, ALBERTA, T9E 6Z9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures, reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 150-200 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
Marshall Swine and Poultry Health
(780) 672 5876
FRANK@MARSHALLSWINEANDPOULTRY.COM
3831 44TH Ave, CAMROSE, AB, T4V 3T1
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Peace River Veterinary Services
(780) 624 1606
MICHELLE.DUBRULE@PEACERIVERVET.COM
7710 100TH Ave, PEACE RIVER, AB, T8S 1M5
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100+ km
TELEMEDICINE: No
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Pioneer Veterinary Services
(403) 638-3774
SUNDRE@PIONEERVET.CA
709 Main Ave W, SUNDRE, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Rimbey Veterinary Clinic
(403) 843 2234
INFO@RIMBEYVET.CA
4607 50TH Ave, RIMBEY, AB, T0C 2J0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Riverstone Veterinary Services
(403) 507 4412
VETS@RIVERSTONEVETSERVICES.CA
32539 Rg Rd 43 Hwy 27, SUNDRE, AB, T0M 1X0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Rocky Rapids Veterinary Services
(780) 542 2144
INFO@ROCKYRAPIDSVET.COM
5605 56TH St, DRAYTON VALLEY, AB, T7A 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 1-50 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No

Stettler Veterinary Clinic Ltd.
(403) 742 3338
STETVET@STETV.COM
4605 51ST Ave, STETTLER, AB, T0C 2L0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and exports
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not specified)

Stone Ridge Veterinary Services Ltd.
(780) 554 0663
OFFICE@STONERIDGEVETSERVICES.COM
59525 Rg Rd 235, WESTLOCK COUNTY, AB, T0G 0P0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, reproductive medicine, and referrals
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation and video consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: No
Weir Veterinary Services
(780) 875 2281
KENTDWEIR@GMAIL.COM
5603 44TH St, LLOYDMINSTER, AB, T9V 0B2
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 100-150 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

West County Animal Clinic and Bear Creek Animal Clinic
(780) 354 3550
ALEETAJ@HOTMAIL.COM
314 3 AVE W, BEAVERLODGE, AB, T0H 3S0
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, and routine procedures
TRAVEL RADIUS: 50-100 km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)

Westlock Veterinary Center
(780) 349 3663
CONTACT@WESTLOCKVE.COM
10004-94A AVE WESTLOCK, AB, T7P 2M9
SERVICES PROVIDED: Preventative medicine, emergency services, euthanasia, routine procedures, and reproductive medicine
TRAVEL RADIUS: 200+ km
TELEMEDICINE: Phone consultation
CFIA ACCREDITATION: Yes (not applicable)